
XPO® | Advantages that speak 
   for themselves

No PVC. Just advantages.

STRONGER 
XPO® is the strongest canvas in the market yet 
soft and flexible. It provides excellent lay flat 
characteristics, outstanding weather resistance and 
superior resistance to flex cracking. It retains its 
appearance far longer than any other canvas.

LIGHTER
XPO® keeps competing head-on in mechanical 
performance, yet XPO® canvas is almost half the 
weight than industrial grade canvas. The light weight 
makes XPO® the most easy-to-use canvas ever.

GREENER
XPO® is 100% recyclable. Total free of Chloride, 
Dioxin, and plasticizer, which meet strict environmental 
standards and save costs in disposal on some 
countries.

www.xpoarctic.no
Contact us for more information; info@xpoarctic.no



XPO®

350 Tarp
XPO®

270 Tarp

Both XPO® 350 and XPO® 270 are a new premium quality industrial grade tarp. It is 
a poly propylene based fabric coated with our special coating formula. It has been 
developed as a green replacement of PVC. It’s  stronger, lighter and greener than 
PVC tarp. Try our new XPO® tarps, be XPO smart!

XPO®  270 is stronger than PVC 400. It provides 
excellent lay flat chracteristics, outstanding 
weather resistance and superior resistance to flex 
cracking. It retains its apperence far longer than 
any other tarps.

Cover applications: 

Supreme eyelet for XPO® 

This completely welded supreme eyelet gives strong adhesion. 
No detachment or tearing from fabric. And mostly, it’s 100% 
recycable. It dosen’t need to be cut off. This metal free and toxic 
free eyelet will save handling cost.

XPO® 350 is stronger than PVC 650. It provides 
excellent lay flat chracteristics, outstanding 
weather resistance and superior resistance to flex 
cracking. It retains its apperence far longer than 
any other tarps.

Cover applications: 
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